
 

Multiplication Dispensations from Hierarchy 

In the name of my Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, I call for the multiplication of all the violet 

flame that I have invoked or will invoke this day by every dispensation granted by Hierarchy:  

Let these decrees be multiplied by the power of the giant violet flame reservoir, as a sea of light 

pulsating, deposited by beloved Omri-Tas in the heart of the earth by the power of the Violet Planet 

itself, and by the tremendous power of the legions of the Violet Planet and of Omri-Tas who saved that 

planet by invoking the violet flame!   

Omri-Tas, reactivate and multiply the dispensation of violet flame spheres given July 6, 1963. Let Priests 

of the Sacred Fire from the Violet Planet form beautiful, magnificent spheres of violet flame, to roll 

down cosmic highways of light to the Capitol dome in Washington D.C. Let them shatter and diffuse and 

radiate out, as from a great hub, throughout the entire planet to bless the people of earth and especially 

every chela of Saint Germain.   

Omri-Tas, Ra Mu and the Priests and Priestesses of the Sacred Fire, multiply tenfold our violet flame 

invocations. Lord Maitreya multiply our calls by the full power of ten thousand-times-ten thousand. And 

Saint Germain, by the power of your Maltese cross, blaze thy dazzling light of ten thousand violet flame 

suns throughout the earth and her people and transmute all that is not of the Light into the God-

victorious, Light all-glorious, flaming Jesus Christ perfection.   

So it is with great joy and determination I draw forth the mantle, authority and empowerment of every 

Ascended Master of the Great White Brotherhood:  Let us be held within your great causal bodies, 

eternally sustained, ever expanding, and world engulfing, until all Activities sanctioned by the Great 

White Brotherhood cover the Earth and reign everywhere Supreme with Full Power for all Eternity, and 

nothing else remains but the Purity, the Freedom, and the Victory of the Ascension for all, the Original 

Divine Way, without passing through the change called death. O Mighty I AM, Mighty I AM, Mighty I 

AM…  

And in full Faith I consciously accept this manifest, manifest, manifest! (3x) right here and now with full 

Power, eternally sustained, all-powerfully active, ever expanding, and world enfolding until all are 

wholly ascended in the Light and free!  

Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM! 

 

 

 


